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     Members and Advisors, Welcome to 2021!

     The Officer Team would like to thank everyone that

was in attendance at our Fall Leadership Summit. As we

look forward into the New Year, we as officers are

putting together events and various projects for all

members to participate in. As we move forward in this

academic year, we will have membership incentives,

opportunities to learn about different healthcare

professionals, the opportunity to run for the Iowa HOSA

Officer Team, community service projects, and many

other ways for you to further invest in Iowa HOSA. While

moving forward through this year, your 2020-2021

officers are striving for all of you to Unlock Your

Potential!
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    This Fall, Iowa HOSA held their Fall
Leadership Summit. It looked a little
different this year, with the Iowa HOSA
Officer Team leading from behind their
computer screens and attendees logging
on after school. However, it was full of
excitement and fun (thanks to the Iowa
HOSA Spotify playlist), and the Officer
Team is proud to call it a success. We
would like to thank all of the wonderful
Iowa HOSA members, and those who gave
feedback on their experience. Over the
four-day summit, the Officer Team focused
on bringing together Iowa HOSA members,
inspiring them on their medical journeys,
and empowering them to take charge of
their HOSA story.

FALL
LEADERSHIP
SUMMIT
RECAP
by Dorothy Junginger

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/5LHrb1lRF4UXj3RlmzVtwJ?si=7YCvPG4bQAG_4hBAn3TPMA


     On Monday, the summit kicked off with the
opening session, where the officers introduced
themselves, welcomed the attendees, and
spoke on the HOSA theme of “Unlocking Your
Potential”, wishing everyone the very best
HOSA year possible. This also marked the
beginning of what would be an intense
competition between members to win the “FLS
Challenge”, a series of tasks to complete in the
spirit of a scavenger hunt to earn points and
ultimately receive a prize, which was kicked off
with the release of the first challenges. New
challenges were released at the end of each
day’s session, including dress up in scrubs,
take a picture in a mask, and take a selfie
watching a session. Later Monday evening,
Leadership 101 was held, where members
learned about what SMART goals were, how to
craft them, and shared their own SMART goals
in their team breakout sessions. 
     On Tuesday, the executive team introduced
their “Meet the Healthcare Frontline Series” by
showing the very first episode in the series.
Next, members were broken into their teams
again for two team-building activities, both
mind puzzles the members tackled and
cracked with teamwork strategies they then
reflected on as a large group. Finally, “The Real
and Raw Stories of Medical Students” video
was shown, with the main takeaway of, there
is no “one” path to a job in the medical field,
and anyone can make it with enough hard
work and determination.



     On Wednesday, the second and third videos in the “Meet the
Healthcare Frontline Series” were shown. This was followed by a general
session including an informational presentation where the officers
detailed how to apply to be a state HOSA officer, the responsibilities of
each officer position, and general information about the upcoming
Spring Conference and competitive events offered. Next was a rousing
round of Kahoot, testing members on both their HOSA and medical
knowledge, where some members even took on false identities. The
session closed out with a second information video on “Telehealth in
Your Practice: the 5 Pillars of Running a Hybrid Clinic.” This prompted
members to discuss the idea of virtual medical appointments, especially
relevant during this pandemic.
     Finally, on Thursday, the conference wrapped up with the closing
session, where there was a Q&A with the officer panel. Each officer
shared their experiences with everything from the hardest moments as
an officer to the effect HOSA has had on other parts of their lives. (Any
questions not answered are more than welcome to be DM’d to the
Officer Team on Instagram, @iowahosa.) After a quick ten-minute team
breakout session to chat, connect over fun rounds of Among Us, or
discuss members’ plans for SLC, the Officer Team announced the top
three winners of the FLS Challenge. Finally, the Officer Team presented
about HOSA’s service project, Be the Match, encouraging members to
begin fundraising now, and mentioned the opportunity coming up at
SLC for HOSA seniors to join the extensive HOSA alumni network. With
that, the 4-day summit was adjourned.



     For the 2020-21 Program of Work, Iowa HOSA recently held the

Fall Leadership Summit where members networked with other

members, held workshops, and introduced our Meet The Healthcare

Frontline series! The Officer Team recently released a “What is

HOSA” video to highlight Iowa HOSA. In this video, we introduced

the Officer Team, goals, and the components of HOSA, including

the history, competitions, events, and how to start a HOSA chapter!

This year we are launching a new membership incentive program,

so we hope you take advantage of this new program and its

benefits. The 43rd Annual State Leadership Conference is right

around the corner so stay tuned, as we have big and exciting

things planned for this year! Be sure to check out Iowa HOSA on

Instagram as we release more interactive challenges, highlights,

and information on our upcoming events!

PROGRAM OF WORK
by Ondrea Li

Click on image to view Iowa HOSA Program Of Work

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DEWJq-RfLs4X2gQcIi2Wgau61RBIL_QWJiN6wLzrapg/edit?usp=sharing


     Meet the Healthcare Frontline conducted by the

Iowa HOSA Officer Team is to provide a window into

the lives of healthcare workers in a time when they

are appreciated and needed more than ever. These

short videos are meant to be accessible, informative,

and conversational, and to inspire members to

potentially pursue a career path they hear that 

MEET THE 

By Dorothy Junginger

piques their interest. By hearing real experiences and pathways people took to

become successful as a part of the healthcare field, members can be motivated

and invigorated to pursue their dreams.

     The first three videos of the series premiered at the Fall Leadership Summit

and are currently available in the HOSA member zone on the Iowa HOSA

website. In the first episode, HOSA officer Youla Onayan interviews Caroline

Weeks from the Mayo Clinic, who shared her unique journey into nutrition and

becoming @theclinicdietitian. In the second episode, HOSA officer Dorothy

Junginger interviews Andrea Kwiatkowski from Clarkson College, giving a

glimpse into medical admissions. Finally, the third released episode is an

interview with Youla Onayan and Jay Christensen, the CEO of a critical access

hospital in Southern Iowa.

     The Iowa HOSA Officer Team is excited to announce that new episodes will

be released monthly. They would also like to extend a huge thank you to the

healthcare professionals who participated for lending their 

time and encourage all members to take a look!

Top to Bottom: Caroline Weeks, Andrea

Kwiatkowski, and Jay Christensen

https://youtu.be/_QRrEfyScLo
https://youtu.be/EP4I52MjLUM
https://youtu.be/YUlGzQjPqvE


           AT FIRST, IT WAS TOUGH ADJUSTING 
           HALF-ONLINE HALF IN PERSON
MEETINGS BUT THANKS TO OUR MEMBERS
ATTENDANCE FROM BOTH SIDES, WE WERE
ABLE TO CONTINUE MAKING PROGRESS 
LIKE ANY NORMAL YEAR.

- Shandhan Sureshbabu, WDM Valley HOSA Co-President

CHAPTER

SPOTLIGHTSPOTLIGHT
by Shandhan Sureshbabu

WDM Valley HOSA during their 2019 Colors for Cancer Fun Run

session will take place on January 26th and it will not be a singular speaker, but rather

it will feature a team of nurses specializing in hemophilia. The speaker series is not led 

     We would like to put the

spotlight on Valley HOSA

in West Des Moines. To kick

off their medical speaker

series, they invited Dr.

Shehzad Kamran, a

psychiatrist, to speak to

the chapter. Dr. Kamran

provided a meaningful

insight on his journey as a

medical professional,

including details about the

steps to get there,

challenges he faced, and

his motivation for pursuing

psychiatry. Their next 

speaker series and they are working hard to 

ensure that they have opportunity to hear from each requested profession. 

     If you would like your chapter to be featured in the next volume of our newsletter,

please feel free to reach out to us and share anything you guys are working on, no

matter how big or how small! We want your hard work to be 

recognized!

by any member in particular; instead, the

chapter collectively works together and utilizes

their connections to bring in various people who

each have a different specialty. Each member

plays a role in the success of their medical 

Medical Speaker Series with Dr. Tami Bullock



      The next big event to be excited about is the Virtual State Leadership Conference

which provides members the unique opportunity to compete in a variety of competitive

events. Categories ranging from Health Science, Health Professions, Emergency

Preparedness Events, Leadership Events,

Teamwork Events, and Recognition Events.

Health Science are often knowledge tests

covering topics like: Cultural Diversities and

Disparities, Medical Math, and Medical

Terminology. Health Professions and Emergency

Preparedness events often require a live skill

portion assessing members ability to respond

appropriately to cernarios one would encounter

in the field or hospital. Events include: Nursing  

A GUIDE TO

by Ondrea Li

Assisting, Physical Therapy, Biomedical

Laboratory Science, CPR/First Aid,

Epidemiology and Public Health.

Leadership and Teamwork Events

showcase a competitors ability to lead a

team or project and presentation skills.

Competitions include: Health Career

Photography, Prepared Speaking,

Biomedical Debate, Forensic Science, 

Former State Officers at 2018 ILC at Dallas, Texas

2019 National Geographic Learning Testing

Health Career Display and HOSA Bowl. Recognition Events recognize

HOSA members hard work volunteering in their community. New

competitive events include Health Informatics and Research Poster.



Find quizlets, or use flashcards.

Reach out to your local healthcare

professionals.

Ask your advisor for help or resources.

Practice Practice Practice! 

Take practice tests and practice with

your chapter. 

Most importantly, read the Competitive

Event Guidelines!

To ensure success in these areas, here are

some tips!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
     At our State Leadership Conference, the

top 3 winners of each event will be

announced and will qualify for the

International Leadership Conference. 

Biomedical Debate -  Designer Babies: Parents should be allowed to genetically

engineer their offspring.

Prepared Speaking -  Unlock Your Potential

Public Health - Reducing Health Disparity: Social Determinants of Health Can Help!

Research Persuasive Writing and Speaking Topic - Technology Use: Does it make us

more or less connected?

Public Service Announcement - The Future of Healthcare: How HOSA is Making a

Difference

Special topics for 2021 Competitive Events: 

2019 Sioux City Chapter ILC 2019

     Be sure to read the guidelines of each

event to guarantee that you meet the

criteria to compete and have the

necessary materials. Find out more about

how these events work and for the

complete list of events, visit

www.hosa.org/guidelines.

2019 Sioux City Chapter WITCC Skills Day

http://www.hosa.org/guidelines
http://hosa.org/guidelines
http://hosa.org/guidelines


     Being a part of the Iowa HOSA Executive Council comes

with various responsibilities. The Executive Council meets at

least once a month to plan events, projects, and many other

activities. The President of Iowa HOSA writes all the

agendas for meetings, runs the monthly meetings, and also

serves as a board member on the Board of Directors. There

are also a variety of Vice Presidents including Community

Service who will coordinate community service activities

and promote participation through community service,

Fundraising who presides over all fundraising events and checks in to see the progress

of fundraisers. The Vice President of Marketing serves to design promotional material

for all HOSA initiatives and events. Other positions include the secretary who will take

all minutes for meetings, record attendance at meetings, and maintain an up to date

membership list. The parliamentarian serves to provide

recommendations to the presiding officer regarding the

conduct of chapter meetings, have knowledge on the

basic parliamentary procedure, and advises chapters

about the use of parliamentary procedure. Last but not

least is the reporter/historian who will maintain

by Braden Mohr

written records of chapter

successes and procedures, and

coordinate the newsletters.2019-2020 IA HOSA Officer Team

2018-2019 IA HOSA Officer Team



in Washington, D.C. All HOSA state and

national officers from across the world meet to

attend extensive leadership training, tour  US

historical sites and world-renowned medical

institutions, and advocate on behalf of HOSA

and CTE to Iowan Representatives and

Senators. In addition, the Executive Council can

participate in celebrating CTE Day at the State

Capitol in Des Moines to advocate and 

     Even though being a part of the Iowa HOSA

Executive Council comes with several responsibilities,

it does come with its perks. Officers have the

opportunity to participate in COOL Officer Training

which has the ability to network with state officers

from various career and technical education

programs throughout Iowa. Another opportunity is the

Washington Leadership Academy which takes place 

showcase how HOSA is shaping future health

professionals.

      To run for the Executive Council requires

members to submit an application. The application

will include your resume, a campaign video, and a

headshot. Starting this year, candidates must take a

test that assesses their knowledge of HOSA.

     Being an officer allows you to advocate for HOSA 

     Only those completing the candidate

application before the conference are eligible for

office at the Virtual State Leadership Conference.

If a position is vacant, applications will be

accepted by the 

Board of Directors 

post-conference.

both locally and nationally. As an Officer you will be brought together with other officers

to make a difference in the future of healthcare. The Executive Council strives to help

members develop teamwork and technical skills through Service, Innovation, Learning, and

Leadership.

2019 CTE Day

2019 WLA

2018 WLA

2019 SLC in Orlando, Florida



     From March 2020, Iowa HOSA has had to adapt to different constraints and new

issues. The Executive Council has come together to make the most out of a year that is

in a state of constant uncertainty. As a result, the Iowa HOSA Executive Council has

made it a priority from the start of our term to continue one of HOSA’s core values:

Service. In the midst of the pandemic, we brainstormed community service project ideas

that would serve Iowa HOSA’s community in response to the current situation. The

Executive Council identified frontline healthcare workers as individuals to highlight for

their critical role in the fight against COVID-19. Iowa HOSA launched 

Meet the Healthcare Frontline Series, visit https://iowahosa.org/member-zone/

     In addition to Iowa HOSA’s COVID-19 response, HOSA, Inc. has partnered with Be The

Match, the HOSA Community Service Partner. For patients diagnosed with leukemia, 

 Meet the Healthcare Frontline Series this

past fall to recognize and help

healthcare heroes in Iowa communities.

With monthly episodes hosted by

Executive Council members, we aim to

help build up the community through

appreciation and recognition of each

other. For more information about the 

 lymphoma and other life-threatening diseases, a bone marrow or cord

blood transplant may be their best or only hope for a cure. Yet 70% of

patients who need a transplant do not have a fully matched donor in their

family. They depend on Be The Match® and our supporters to find a match 

to save their life. We also provide one-on-one support to patients

and their families throughout the transplant journey. To sign up

for the Be The Match registry, please visit bethematch.org.

https://bethematch.org/
https://iowahosa.org/member-zone/
https://iowahosa.org/member-zone/
https://bethematch.org/


MEMBERSHIP 
INCENTIVE
PROGRAM

        This year, we are launching the

Membership Incentive Program.

Each month, rewarding members

and chapters that have  the same or

higher number of

Members - Iowa HOSA Stickers - Great for

your laptop, water bottle, car, and more!

Advisor - Iowa HOSA Polo - Wear Iowa

HOSA and proudly support the organization

Members - Lanyards - Never lose your keys

and support HOSA every day!

Advisors - Iowa HOSA Sweater - Stay warm

with HOSA this winter!

members as the previous year.

     By February 1, if your chapter has the same

or greater membership from last year ('19-'20)

you’ll receive the following gifts:

     By March 1, if your chapter has the same or

greater membership from last year ('19-'20)

you’ll receive the following gifts:

     

     Results are calculated on membership

registered on hosa.org by the local chapter

advisor.

by Shandhan Sureshbabu



FOLLOW US ON OUR

https://linktr.ee/iowahosa
https://linktr.ee/iowahosa
https://linktr.ee/iowahosa
https://linktr.ee/iowahosa
https://linktr.ee/iowahosa
https://linktr.ee/iowahosa

